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The authors report photoluminescence �PL� measurement on a series of Si/SiGe quantum-well
structures that had different internal strain distributions. When each sample was placed in a high
magnetic field, the field-dependent energy shift of the relevant PL peaks revealed either type-I or
type-II exciton formation depending on the strain distribution. This observation is in agreement with
theoretical modeling. The present investigation shows that type-I band alignment—desired for
electroluminescent devices—can be achieved by strain engineering. © 2007 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2771094�

Strained Si/Si1−xGex heterostructures grown on relaxed
Si1−xGex buffer layers on Si substrates have attracted a great
deal of attention in recent years for their applications in both
electronic and photonic devices. It has been generally ac-
cepted that holes in these heterostructures experience poten-
tial wells in the Si1−xGex layer and barriers in Si. The situa-
tion in conduction band �CB�, however, is rather obscure
under the influence of alloying and strain effects, resulting in
some uncertainty on whether type-I or type-II band align-
ment is formed in a given multiple quantum well �MQW�
structure.1–5 However, being able to precisely determine the
type of alignment has a direct impact on device properties,
e.g., type-I alignment offers a larger band-to-band oscillator
strength than type II; thus a stronger radiative emission effi-
ciency is expected from type-I devices. We demonstrate in
this study that the strain can be utilized to manipulate band
alignment.

We report the magnetoluminescence �ML� study on two
set of Si/Si1−xGex MQW structures with different strain dis-
tributions. The two sets of samples exhibited very different
magnetic-field-dependent energy shifts in the ML measure-
ment. Samples with strain present only in Si layers show a
large shift consistent with the conventional type-II excitons.
For samples with strain in both Si and SiGe layers, a small
negative shift is observed reflecting a rather different carrier
effective mass involved in the optical transition. From the
analysis of strain-induced band shifting and modeling of
these energy shifts, formation of type-I excitons has been
obtained.

The samples were grown by solid source molecular
beam epitaxy on Si �001� wafers. All samples consist of �a� a
thin layer of Si grown at low temperature, �b� a thick buffer
layer of Si1−xGex �4000 Å� as a virtual substrate, and �c� ten
periods of Si/Si1−xGex QWs. Alloy compositions and layer
widths are determined by x-ray diffraction measurement and
transmission electron microscopy. The sample structures are
summarized in Table I. The major difference of the two sets
of samples is the different degrees of strain relaxation �R� in
the Si1−xGex buffer layer. The details of the growth technique
are described in Ref. 6. The strain distributions in the QW
regions of these samples depend on the degree of relaxation
of the SiGe buffer layers. For high Ge samples �x=40% �,
Si0.6Ge0.4 buffer layers are fully relaxed. As a result, the
Si0.6Ge0.4 layers in the QW structure are also fully relaxed
with only Si layers strained due to the lattice mismatch. For
low Ge samples �x=15% �, buffer layers are only partially
relaxed and consequently, Si and Si0.85Ge0.15 layers have ten-
sile and compressive in-plane strain, respectively. These dif-
ferent strain situations have been determined by Raman mea-
surement and the results are listed in Table I.

We have conducted ML measurement on these samples
at liquid helium temperature in high magnetic fields up to
15 T. Luminescence was excited by an optical fiber using a
solid-state laser ��=532 nm� with intensity levels around
1 mW/cm2. The free-space emission was collected by a fiber
bundle, dispersed by a half-meter spectrometer, and detected
by a thermoelectrically cooled InGaAs detector. The mea-
surements were performed in a Faraday configuration.

Photoluminescence �PL� spectra at zero magnetic field
from the two samples N1 and N3 are plotted in Fig. 1. Sev-
eral features are resolved in the energy range between 0.75
and 1.2 eV. On the high-energy side of the spectra for all
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samples, a set of bulk Si-related transitions is observed at
peak energies of 1.151, 1.136, and 1.092 eV, corresponding
to the no phonon �NP�, transverse acoustic �TA�, and trans-
verse optical �TO� mode phonon replicas. In the low energy
regime, several PL lines are observed, and the peak positions
depend on the Ge composition of the sample. For sample N1,
a broad PL line at a peak energy of 0.854 eV is observed
labeled by D2, shown in Fig. 1�a�. This is attributed to the
transitions associated with the dislocations �D2 band� that
are developed at the Si/Si0.6Ge0.4 interfaces due to the large
lattice mismatch between Si and Si0.6Ge0.4. Superimposed
upon the low energy shoulder of this broad peak are NP and
TA transitions from the QW region. �These features are ex-
tremely weak, but become better resolved as the magnetic
field is applied. For sample N3, well resolved NP, TA, and
TO replicas from the QW region can be identified as marked
by the solid arrows in Fig. 1�b�. In addition to these main
features, a weak feature appears at the high energy shoulder
of the NP line. This is attributed to the combination of small
well width and Ge composition fluctuation in the QWs.
Around the TA-phonon replica, another weak feature is also
observed, possibly due to the different modes of Si–Si,
Si–Ge, and Ge–Ge vibrations. These exciton transitions are
listed in Table I.

A family of ML spectra in the energy window of the QW
transition from the two samples N1 and N3 are plotted in
Fig. 2. The two originally weak QW exciton transitions from
sample N1 become stronger because of the increase of in-
plane oscillator strength due to the reduction of the cyclotron
orbit under the applied magnetic field. The transitions con-
tinue to shift to higher energy as the magnetic field increases
as marked by the dotted arrow line, reaching �10 meV at
the highest magnetic field B=15 T. For sample N3, the QW
transitions move slightly towards lower energy reaching a

negative value of �1 meV at B=14 T. The energy shift of
the NP line of the two samples is plotted in Fig. 3. The ML
spectra for sample N2 �N4� with the same strain distribution
as N1 �N3� show a similar shifting behavior as N1 �N3�.
These different shifting behaviors can be explained with the
cyclotron energy and the Zeeman effect.7 As the applied
magnetic field increases, the exciton transitions undergo a
shift towards higher energy by the amount of cyclotron
energy which can be approximated as ��=eB /��, where
the reduced in-plane effective-mass �� is related to the
in-plane effective mass of electrons �me

� � and holes �mh
� � by

1/�� =1/me
� +1/mh

� . This shift of ground-state exciton transi-
tion energy is compensated by the Zeeman effect which
splits the spin states of the carriers by �S-T=−g�BB, where
the �B is the Bohr magneton and g the Landé g factor. Since
the Zeeman effect is relatively weak �Zeeman splitting of
bulk SiGe is about −1 meV at 14 T�, the large difference in
the shifting behavior of the two sets of samples can only be
explained by the rather different in-plane effective masses of
the carriers through the cyclotron energy.

We now perform energy band analysis under the influ-
ence of strain in order to reveal the origin of these exciton
transitions. Our approach is based on the model solid theory8

with the alignment of the average valence band offset9 be-
tween the two layers and the compositional dependence of
the Si1−xGex band gap10–12 followed by the effect of strain
that moves and splits various CB and VB edges.8 For the
Si/Si0.6Ge0.4 samples, where Si0.6Ge0.4 layers are relaxed
with no appreciable strain, there is no splitting of the � val-
leys in Si0.6Ge0.4 layers. The �2 band, therefore, forms QWs
in Si layers and barriers in Si0.6Ge0.4 layers. The tensile strain
in Si layers will also split the HH and light hole �LH� bands
with LH sitting above HH. Both LH and HH bands form
QWs in Si0.6Ge0.4 layers and barriers in Si layers. The effect

TABLE I. Summary of sample structures and the transition energy of the no-phonon �NP� lines. R is the degree
of relaxation of the SiGe buffer layer. A negative value of the �4 offset indicates that the band edge of SiGe
layer lies below the Si layer forming a type-I structure.

Sample
Ge
�%�

Si/SiGe width
�Å� R

Offset ��2 /�4�
�eV�

Offset �HH/LH�
�eV�

NP
�eV�

N1 40 100/75 1 0.24/−0.013 0.183/0.096 0.794
N2 40 100/115 1 0.24/−0.013 0.183/0.096 0.785
N3 15 50/65 0.1 0.071/−0.023 0.103/0.007 1.053
N4 15 55/45 0.1 0.071/−0.023 0.103/0.07 1.066

FIG. 1. PL spectra of samples N1 �a� and N3 �b� at zero magnetic field. FIG. 2. �Color online� ML spectra for samples N1 �a� and N3 �b�.
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of quantum confinement will lift ground-state HH above that
of LH in Si0.6Ge0.4 layers. As result, a type-II band alignment
is formed between �2 and HH band edges in Si/Si0.6Ge0.4
samples. The ground-state excitons are therefore formed by
�2-band electrons and HHs in a type-II situation where the
electrons are localized in Si and HHs in Si0.6Ge0.4. For
Si/Si0.85Ge0.15 samples, while Si layers are still under tensile
strain, Si0.85Ge0.15 layers are simultaneously under compres-
sive strain which splits �2 and �4 bands in the opposite
direction. The �2 band edge rises in energy and �4 band
edge falls in energy. The different strains in Si and
Si0.85Ge0.15 layers will also split HH and LH bands in the
opposite directions. Within Si0.85Ge0.15 layers, the HH band
edge is higher than that of LH. The lowest CB is now the �4
band with Si0.85Ge0.15 QWs and Si barriers, and the highest
VB is the HH band also with Si0.85Ge0.15 as QWs, leading to
a type-I band alignment where both electrons and holes are
confined in Si0.85Ge0.15 layers. The ground-state excitons are
therefore formed by �4-band electrons and HHs. Using the
parameters from Ref. 9 and the sample structures listed in
Table I, the band offsets for both the CB and VB are calcu-
lated and the results are summarized in Table I.

With these band structures, we can now calculate the
exciton transition energies using a self-consistent model that
takes into account of Coulomb interaction. The exciton
Hamiltonian in cylindrical coordinates �� ,� ,z� can be writ-
ten as13

H = �−
�2

2me
�

�2

�ze
2 + Ve� + �−

�2

2mh
�

�2

�zh
2 + Vh� +

e2B2

8��

�2,

−
�2

��
�1

�

�

��
�

�

��
+

1

�2

�2

��2� −
e2

4�	0	

1
	�2 + �ze − zh�2

where me
� and mh

� are effective masses of electrons and holes
in the perpendicular direction �z�, and Ve and Vh are the
potentials for electrons and holes, respectively. For �2 elec-
trons me

� =0.19m0 and me
�=0.92m0, and for �4 electrons

me
� =0.42m0 and me

�=0.19m0. The HH effective masses are
derived from the Luttinger parameters9 using a linear inter-
polation between Si and Ge. The three-dimensional exciton
Hamiltonian is solved by the variational method.14 The cor-
rection of the Zeeman effect has been taken into account
using the experimental value7 of g=2 which is mainly re-

sponsible for the negative shift observed in sample N3. The
magnetic-field-dependent energy shift is obtained by taking
the difference in exciton transition energies calculated with
or without the magnetic-field term in the Hamiltonian. The
calculated result agrees quite well with our measurement, as
shown in Fig. 3 for samples N1 and N3. The amount of
shifting between the two samples is quite different. For
sample N1 with excitons formed by �2 electrons and HHs,
the shift is rather significant. For sample N3 with excitons
formed by �4 electrons and HHs, the shift is quite small.
Since both samples have HHs as one type of carriers forming
the ground-state excitons, the dramatic difference exhibited
in the shifting between the two samples should be attributed
to the different in-plane effective masses between the �2 and
�4 electrons. The small in-plane effective mass of �2 elec-
trons gives rise to large NP-line energy shift in sample N1,
while the opposite is true for sample N3 in which the exci-
tons are formed by HHs and �2 electrons with large in-plane
effective mass. The correction of Zeeman effect has also
been included in the calculation.

Because of the rather small CB offset in our type-I
Si/Si0.85Ge0.15 samples, any variation of parameters used in
the band structure analysis can lead to uncertainty in deter-
mining the type of band alignment discussed above. There-
fore, we provide the following argument to remove any am-
biguity regarding the accuracy of our model upon which the
claim of type-I alignment is made. From the shift of ML
peaks, we have identified that the electrons that form the
excitons are indeed from �4 band in Si/Si0.85Ge0.15 samples.
If the �4 band formed a type-II alignment with HH band, i.e.,
electrons are confined in Si layers, then we should have ob-
served in ML measurement exciton transitions with electrons
from �2 band which sits lower than �4 band in tensile
strained Si layers. The fact that these exciton transitions are
from �4-band electrons further suggests that not only type-I
alignment is formed between the �4 and HH band but also
that the �4 band is the lowest CB.

The present investigation shows that the band alignment
in Si/Si1−xGex QWs is sensitive to strain distribution. With a
proper strain manipulation, it is possible to form a type-I
band alignment with larger oscillator strength for more effi-
cient infrared emission from a silicon-based Si/SiGe light-
emitting diode.

Financial support from the National Science Council
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